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Figure 1: An existing visual data analysis tool, Lumos [18] (A)-(H), enhanced by wiring it to a gaming mouse [26] (I) to increase
awareness of exploration biases. Our enhanced system (BiasBuzz) provisions visual guidance by highlighting a user’s prior
interactions (blue) and deviations from expected behavior (red, green) along with haptic feedback via mouse vibrations when
the deviation is high.

ABSTRACT
During visual data analysis, users may inadvertently focus more on
certain aspects of data, affecting analysis outcome(s). Existing tools
primarily rely on visual cues (e.g., highlight already visited data) to
increase user awareness of such analytic behaviors. We believe this
single, visual modality is a passive form of guidance that adds to
users’ cognitive load already engaged in analysis. We investigate
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how a dual modality (visual guidance and haptic feedback) can cap-
ture users’ attention and more actively guide them in their pursuits.
We interface an existing visual data analysis tool with a gaming
mouse. This enhanced system tracks user interactions and commu-
nicates biases by vibrating the mouse (haptic) and simultaneously
displaying contextual information in the tool (visual). A formative
study with nine users revealed that this dual modality increased
analytical awareness in some cases but some users found the haptic
mouse vibrations to be distracting and disturbing, informing the
design of future multimodal user interfaces.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Haptic devices; • Human-centered computing
→ Empirical studies in visualization.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Interactive visualizations can succinctly present large information,
facilitating knowledge discovery during data-driven analysis and
decision-making processes. However, interacting with visualiza-
tions can sometimes result in insular data analysis practices that
may cloud the user’s judgment, negatively influencing the subse-
quent outcome(s) [6]. For example, Cho et al. [7] demonstrated
the anchoring effect in visualizations – the tendency to focus too
heavily on one piece of information when making decisions. Di-
mara et al. [8] studied the attraction effect in visualizations – where
one’s choice between two alternatives is influenced by the presence
of an irrelevant (dominated) third alternative – and mitigated it
by allowing the user to delete data points during a task or by al-
tering the visual representation of the data altogether. Wall et al.
introduced four definitions of the term “bias” in data visualization,
relating to human cognitive, perceptual, and societal biases, and a
fourth usage as a model mechanism [29]. Wall et al. also formal-
ized a framework for measuring bias and presented six metrics
that model bias from user interactions with data during visual data
analysis [28]. Wall et al. [30] introduced “interaction traces” (vi-
sual traces of a user’s interaction history) in a visualization as a
means to increase awareness of and mitigate social biases in pol-
itics. Narechania et al. [18] presented interaction traces to make
users more aware of their own unconscious biases wherein they
emphasize certain parts of the data while neglecting others, also
known as exploration biases [11].

Existing visual data analysis tools [10, 16–19, 30] primarily rely
on visual cues (e.g., coloring visited data points darker than oth-
ers [18]) to enhance user awareness of (biased) analytic behaviors.
However, we believe this singular, visual modality is a passive form
of guidance, potentially adding to users’ cognitive load already en-
gaged in analysis. Narechania et al. [18] found that visually present-
ing interaction traces increase user awareness but can sometimes
cause confusion and go unnoticed. So we ask: “How can we use
alternate modalities, e.g., haptic feedback, as a stimulus to the existing
visual feedback, to strengthen and reinforce the overall guidance?”

Haptics refers to the science and technology involving the sense
of touch, particularly focusing on the creation and study of tactile
sensations and feedback [13, 23]. Haptic devices have been used in
many applications such as remote systems for visually impaired
people [25], anxiety and depression treatment [3], assistive commu-
nication technologies for children with autism [5], wrist-mounted
devices for alerting users of warnings in a cybersecurity context [9],
affecting the state of mind of users watching the news [22], and
gaming [1, 32]. Akamatsu et al. showed that with a haptic mouse,
users move faster and click targets within a wider area than users
with a typical mouse [1]. Kyung et al. studied how a unique mouse
with “force feedback” was more effective than a normal mouse at
helping users recognize shapes in a task [15]. Terry et al. found

that haptic mice reduce the response time spent on visual tasks
on a computer [27]. Han et al. used an off-the-shelf haptic mouse
for a study related to guidance in visualization and participants
who used the haptic features performed better than users that did
not [12]. In this work, we explore how a combination of visual
guidance and haptic feedback can help users be even more aware of
their analytic behavior during a visual data analysis task.

We enhanced an existing visual data analysis tool, Lumos [18], by
interfacing it with a mouse capable of generating haptic feedback.
This enhanced system (BiasBuzz) tracks user interactions with
data, measures exploration biases, and communicates them to the
user in the form of mouse vibrations (haptic feedback) and simulta-
neous display of contextual information in the user interface (visual
guidance). This combination of visual and haptic elements seeks to
create a more engaging experience for users during data analysis.
We conducted a formative study with nine users to investigate the
effectiveness of this dual (haptic feedback plus visual guidance)
modality in increasing awareness of (biased) analytic behaviors.
Our findings indicate that this dual modality can sometimes capture
users’ attention and actively guide them to ‘fix’ potentially ‘biased’
analytic behaviors. However, the haptic mouse vibrations, while
effective, can also be distracting and/or disturbing, putting into
context their usage during visual data analysis. We discuss implica-
tions of our study design to inform the design of future multimodal
guidance-enriched user interfaces for visual data analysis.

2 HAPTIC FEEDBACK: DESIGN CHOICES AND
CONSIDERATIONS

To design a visual data analysis system combining both visual and
haptic feedback modalities, we identified a number of aspects to
consider and choices to make.We illustrate these through a scenario.
Consider a visual data analysis tool (e.g., Lumos [18]) where users
upload a tabular dataset and perform analysis by creating different
visualizations and applying relevant filters. To help the user not ex-
hibit exploration bias, i.e., emphasize certain attributes and records
more than others, the system tracks the user’s interactions and
visually presents any bias back to the user, in real-time. This tool
achieves this by (1) highlighting already visited data attributes and
records and (2) presenting the deviation of user’s interaction pat-
tern from the underlying distribution, computed as the AD metric
by Wall et al. [28].

We intend for the feedback in the tool to "guide" the user to
exhibit less exploration biases in their interactions than they did
prior to the feedback. This means discouraging "biased" exploration
methods and reinforcing "unbiased" exploration methods without
highlighting specific data points in the interface.

The AD metric characterizes how a user’s interactive behavior
deviates from expected behavior and ranges from 0 (no bias) to 1
(high bias). By default, the system chooses a proportional baseline
of expected behavior, wherein interactions with any given data
point are equally likely and also reflecting the true underlying
distributions of data attributes. For instance, if a user interacts
primarily with ‘Drama’ movies among a dataset of movies that
contains predominantly ‘Action’ movies, the AD metric for the
Genre attribute will be high (more emphasis). If the user instead
spent more time interacting with ‘Drama’ movies, proportional to
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the distributions in the dataset, the AD metric value for Drama
would be low (less emphasis).

Next, consider this tool is connected to a haptic-enabled gaming
mouse (e.g., SteelSeries 710 [26]) that appropriately vibrates from
time to time to capture the user’s attention. Next, we describe
some of our considerations while designing the timing, duration,
intensity, and pattern of these vibrations.

2.1 Vibration Timing: When to vibrate?
We considered triggering a mouse vibration every time exploration
bias is detected for an attribute. The ADmetric [28], used to quantify
the deviation of user’s interaction pattern of an attribute from its
underlying distribution ranges from [0, 1], where 0 implies less
deviation and 1 implies more deviation. Based on our own testing
and pilot studies, we set a threshold of AD=0.7 above which an
attribute is said to have exhibited exploration bias. This, however,
can still result in multiple vibrations depending on the number
of attributes whose AD values are above the threshold. Thus, we
decided to allow the user to select the attributes they wish to track
and only consider this subset for vibration.

2.2 Vibration Duration and Cooldown Period:
How long should the vibration last?

Gaming mice have vibration motors built into them to provide
haptic feedback during gameplay. These motors often generate heat
when they are in use for extended periods or at high intensity. To
prevent these motors from overheating, as a protective mechanism,
these mice cooldown for a short time period before vibrating again.
One of the implications of this behavior in our visual data analysis
scenario is that if the user interacts twice in quick succession, and
both times bias is detected, the mouse would still only vibrate once.
Only after the cooldown period, if the detected bias is still active,
will the mouse vibrate again. Between this timeframe, the vibrations
can be considered ‘lost’, necessitating an alternative modality (e.g.,
visual) to communicate the same information.

2.3 Vibration Intensity: How strongly to
vibrate?

Gaming mice often enable customization of the vibration intensity
(or strength) and pattern during gameplay. In our visual data anal-
ysis scenario, we can map intensity to the amount of exploration
bias (e.g., less bias is ‘z’ whereas more bias is ‘Z’), where ‘z’
and ‘Z’ represent one vibration pulse. During our own testing and
pilot studies, we noticed less variance between different vibration
intensities, making it difficult for users to differentiate between
them. Thus, we decided to set the default vibration intensity at a
constant, highest level (‘Z’).

2.4 Vibration Pattern: How to vibrate?
Gaming mice often enable customization of the vibration pattern.
To design our visual data analysis scenario, we reviewed the de-
sign space of haptics [21, 24, 31] and considered mapping different
vibration patterns to different attributes (that are exhibiting bias).
For example, given a movies dataset, ‘Z’ represents one vibration
pulse. A biased Genre attribute would make the mouse vibrate as

‘ZZ..ZZ..ZZ’, wherein the mouse vibrates for a short duration two
times every time bias is detected in the Genre attribute. Also in this
example, a biased Budget attribute may vibrate as ‘ZZZ.ZZZ.ZZZ’,
wherein the mouse vibrates three times every time bias is detected
in the Budget attribute.

During our own testing and pilot studies, we found that keeping
track of different vibration patterns can become confusing for the
user. Thus, we set the default vibration pattern to a single, long
pulse set to the highest strength and show additional contextual
information, e.g., the attribute(s) name and its AD value, visually
in the user interface (UI). Note that a gaming mouse generally does
not have its own display to show this information, hence we have
chosen to utilize the tool’s UI.

3 EVALUATION
We conducted a formative study to understand how visual and
haptic feedback can together increase user awareness and guide
them to mitigate exploration biases during visual data analysis.

3.1 Study Design
Participants:We recruited nine participants enrolled in a bachelors
degree program in a computing or related field at a public university
in the United States. We screened these participants based on their
self-reported visualization literacy (≥3/5). Demographically, our
participants comprised seven men and two women, all in the age
range of 21 to 32 years.
Dataset. 709 movies with 9 attributes: Production Budget (),
Worldwide Gross (), Running Time (), IMDB Rating (), Rot-
ten Tomatoes Rating (), Release Year (�), Content Rating (~),
Genre (~), and Creative Type (~).
Task. “Create a list of 10 movies that you would like to watch. These
movies should reflect the underlying dataset as it relates to Release
Year, Genre, and Content rating. Feel free to use the tracking feature
to help you achieve your goal.”
Study Session.We conducted the study in-person in a controlled
lab environment. After providing consent, participants saw a video
tutorial that demonstrated the features of the visual data analysis
tool and the gamingmouse (5 minutes). Participants then performed
a practice task on a dataset of cars to get acquainted with the
study interfaces (5 minutes) before starting the actual task on the
dataset of movies (20 minutes). After the task, participants provided
feedback via a post-study questionnaire and a short debriefing
interview (5 minutes). Each study session lasted about 60 minutes
for which we compensated each participant with a $15 gift card. We
encouraged participants to think aloud during this task recorded
the screen and audio for subsequent qualitative analysis.

3.2 Study Prototype Interfaces
3.2.1 Visual Interface. We enhanced an existing, open source vi-
sual data analysis tool, Lumos [18] (Figure 1). Lumos enables users
to load a tabular dataset (A), inspect its attributes and corresponding
data distributions (B), apply filter criteria (D), and assign attributes
to visual encodings (C) to eventually create visualizations (E) and
inspect raw data records (F). Lumos tracks users’ interactions with
data attributes and records and presents them back to the user in
the form of visual highlights (e.g., by coloring visited data points in
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shades of blue (E)). Lumos also determines if the user has over- or
underemphasized certain attributes and records and by how much
by computing the AD (Attribute Distribution) metric [28] (G). The
AD metric values lie between 0 and 1; higher the AD metric, higher
the deviation between the user’s interaction with a certain cate-
gory/quantile of data attribute and its underlying data distribution,
implying higher exploration bias. Lastly, the Selections panel (H)
shows the list of selected data records (movies).

3.2.2 Haptic Interface. We used a SteelSeries 710 gamingmouse
that can be made to vibrate programmatically [26] (I). We chose this
specific model because of its diverse vibration-related capabilities
(e.g., timing, duration, intensity, pattern), ease of setup via an ex-
tensive API and documentation [26], and prior usage in a research
study related to visualization [12].

3.2.3 Interfacing the Visual and Haptic Interfaces. We made the
following enhancements to the Lumos UI to orchestrate the inter-
actions with the haptic mouse, which is illustrated in Figure 2.
(Un)Tracking Attributes Not all attributes from a dataset might
be important or relevant to the user’s task (e.g., the Age attribute
is irrelevant if the user’s task is to ensure Gender diversity). Thus,
we added the ability to “track” specific attributes, and only com-
municated AD bias for these “tracked” attributes. Lumos already
supports the ability to bookmark one or more attributes, and we
repurposed this to instead track one or more attributes (G). When
a user tracks one attribute, that attribute’s AD metric value is com-
pared to a preconfigured high-bias threshold=0.7, on a scale from
0 to 1. If the value is greater than the threshold, exploration bias
is detected and subsequently communicated. When a user tracks
multiple attributes, themean of the AD metric values of the tracked
attributes is computed and compared with the threshold, 0.7. If the
value is greater than the threshold, exploration bias is reported.
Haptic Mouse Vibrations and Visual Icon Alerts. To report
exploration bias(es) for the tracked attribute(s), we provided two
modes: haptic mouse vibrations and visual icon alerts. Whenever
exploration bias is detected, the mouse vibrates once for a split
second. Note that our haptic mouse does not come with any kind of
display; it just vibrates and lights up. Hence, it can only conveywhen
there is bias but notwhy or who is responsible for it. Transmitting this
information via Morse (or equivalent) code is out of scope for this
study. Thus, to put the vibration into context, it is very important for
the Lumos visual interface to show the corresponding attribute(s)
and the AD metric values. To achieve this, we added visual alert
icons next to each tracked attribute in the Distribution panel (G).

Whenever the mouse vibrates, corresponding visual alert icons
start flashing in a pulse animation (i.e., continuously increase and
decrease in size), connecting the vibration to the corresponding
attribute. When a user tracks multiple attributes and the mouse
vibrates (i.e., when the mean AD metric value is greater than the
threshold), the mouse also vibrates but the visual alert icon starts
flashing only for those attributes whose individual AD metric value
is greater than the threshold (i.e., who are, in a way, responsible
for the overall exploration bias). This was a design choice to help
the user formulate concrete next step interactions with specific
attributes (e.g., the ones with the highest bias).
(Un)Muting Attributes We anticipated users wanting to stop ex-
periencing the mouse vibrations either temporarily or permanently

because of personal preference, distraction, or requirement of their
ongoing analysis. Thus, we provided the capability to (un)mute
attribute vibrations by toggle-clicking the visual alert icon. When
a user mutes an attribute, the AD metric value of that particular
attribute will not be used to trigger haptic feedback and visual alerts
until the attribute is unmuted.

4 RESULTS
We report qualitative and quantitative findings from our user study.
We transcribed participant audio recordings, divided the resultant
transcripts into smaller sections, and two coders applied open cod-
ing [4]. All study material including participant interaction logs
and detailed charts showing total number of attributes tracked and
muted, total number of corresponding mouse vibrations, evolu-
tion of the AD metric, and usefulness scores are available for the
interested reader in the supplemental material.

4.1 Qualitative Feedback
The overall feedback for the usage of haptic mouse and visual
icon alerts was mixed. In the post-study questionnaire, participants
scored their perceived utility of key aspects of the study on a Likert
scale from 1 (“not useful at all”) to 5 (“very useful”). All aspects
including visual icon alerts (𝜇 = 2.56), haptic mouse vibrations
(𝜇 = 3.33), the ability to track attributes (𝜇 = 3.56), and the ability
to mute attributes (𝜇 = 2.67) received mixed scores. Findings from
the qualitative analysis also resonated with the aforementioned
sentiment, described next.

P1-P9 refer to the nine participants. P1, P5, P9 were positive
about both the haptic mouse and the visual icon alerts. P5 said, “the
mouse vibrations and visual alerts are [both] very good at drawing
your attention towards data points you’ve been missing out on.” P1
said, “I think [the vibrations] remindedme of my goal, so they changed
my attention to focus on the tracked attributes.” P1 also noted they
“didn’t notice the visual attribute alerts asmuch compared to the haptic
feedback, but [they] like that it shows red when [they] haven’t looked
at data proportionate to that attribute.”

On the contrary, P2, P3, P6 disliked both. P2 said, “I barely spent
any time [with the Distribution Panel] near the beginning of the task
and I already feel punished [due to high AD values].” They projected
“[they] might get immune to it eventually and discard it as a nuisance
rather than something that’s giving helpful information.” P2 said,
“I’d prefer a post-facto email with suggestions rather than instant
haptic punishments.” P6 did not understand the mouse vibrations or
visual icon alerts very well. According to them, “There was [high]
latency between the event and the vibration so [they] had a hard
time linking the vibration to its meaning.” Because “[they] did not
figure out how the mouse vibration worked [they] did not understand
the [visual] icon [alerts] either.” P3 were more hopeful, suggesting
“the [haptic and visual alerts for attributes] would be more useful if
they were more relevant to the way I was looking through the dataset
[instead of comparing with the underlying data distribution as the
baseline],” suggesting alternate baselines to be employed [18]. These
sentiments indicate a strong rejection of the mouse’s vibrations,
putting things in context.

P8 did not like the mouse vibrations but liked the visual icon
alerts. They said, “[the visual icon alerts] affected my data exploration
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Figure 2: The interaction sequence diagram to trigger arhaptic feedback and visual icon alerts in BiasBuzz. When a user
interacts with a datapoint, tracks one or more attributes (for bias mitigation), and if the mean ADmetric value for these tracked
attributes is greater than a predetermined threshold of 0.7, the mouse vibrates and the corresponding visual alert icons pulse in
the user interface. In all other scenarios, there is no haptic feedback or visual guidance.

because it made me want to avoid that data point that it vibrated on.”
P4 and P7 liked the mouse vibrations but not the visual icon alerts.
On the mouse vibrations, P4 said, “There was one time [the vibra-
tions] went off, and I was like ‘ok we need to look at action thriller’
and another time I was like ‘hey you need to get a drama’.” P7 said,
“When I felt the vibration, I switched my focus to the [Distribution]
panel and get some additional information.” On the visual icon alerts,
P4 said, “I feel like because the window was really small I had to scroll
to find exactly what attribute was setting it off.” This issue can poten-
tially be mitigated with interface enhancements. P7 said, “I think
the problem I had is that I am not familiar with the [visual icon alert]
meaning. I thought the red icon indicates I am making some errors
or mistakes, so I am thinking to ‘fix’ it.” All of these observations
demonstrate the wide range of reactions to our enhancements.

4.2 Quantitative Analysis
Tracked Attributes. Participants tracked attributes for a total of
40 times (𝜇=4.44, 𝜂=4, 𝜎=1.07, max=7, min=3). Genre was tracked
the most (12 times) and IMDB Rating,Worldwide Gross, and Running
Time were tracked the least (once). Participants scored (𝜇=3.55) the
ability to track attributes relatively higher than other features like
visual icon alerts, haptic mouse vibrations, and the ability to mute
attributes. While P2 said, “[the tracking] is a necessary piece for the
whole design,” P5 said, “[the tracking] helped me notice the parts
where my focus was deviating from expectation.”
Mouse Vibrations. The mouse vibrated a total of 142 times across
all nine participants (𝜇=15.77, 𝜎=8.72, max=36, min=3). Of these,

Genre was above the exploration bias threshold (= 0.7) the most
and vibrated 114 times.Worldwide Gross, Rotten Tomatoes Rating,
Running Time, and IMDB Rating were all tracked by participants
at one point or another, but none of these attributes were above
the bias threshold to trigger vibrations. Many participants had
interesting things to say about the mouse vibrations. P1 said, “The
only useful part about the haptic feedback is that it reminded me
I hadn’t reached my goal of selecting and viewing a proportionate
amount of different movies with respect to the specific attributes I
was tracking.” P4 “could tell towards the end that the vibration is
indicating that you need to work on something.”
Mouse Muteness. Participants muted the vibrations for a total of
56 times (𝜇=15.77, 𝜎=9.40, max=32, min=0). Genre was muted the
most (41 times). P8 said “There are some attributes that I was not
considering, so it was great to be able to mute these specific attributes.”
P1 muted an attribute only once, and they did this because “the
haptic feedback wasn’t too distracting, so I didn’t see the need to mute
the alert for specific attributes.
Exploration Bias Mitigation: Did the AD metric values de-
crease?We plotted the total number of vibrations for each of the
three attributes (Genre, Content Rating, and Release Year) against
their corresponding final AD values. We observed no correlation
suggesting that the vibrations did not reduce the AD values. P3,
even though they experienced themost number of vibrations (n=36),
said they did not feel they needed the vibrations to do well in the
task. They said, “[Vibration] definitely has a place for some tasks, but
I didn’t need it all that much for this one.” Similarly, P9 experienced
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the least number of vibrations (n=3) and did not find the vibrations
useful, noting, “[Vibrations] didn’t affect my data exploration process
because I was focused on the task of creating a list of 10 movies more
than anything.”
Temporal Analysis: Did the vibrations nudge users to respond
by interacting differently? Even though there was no overall
decrease in AD values, there were instances when participants
actually changed their subsequent interaction behavior after the
mouse vibrated, either temporarily or permanently. P2 experienced
several vibrations due to high AD values for Genre, but the AD
value continued to drop throughout the session. Notably, P2 also
muted Content Rating because of which its AD value remained high
throughout the task. P4 experienced several vibrations towards the
end of their session and the AD value of Content Rating dropped
in tandem with those vibrations. They said, “[Vibrations] helped
me kinda narrow down genres toward the distribution.” Although
the AD value of Genre did not drop significantly, their comment
suggested that users can be made more aware and reflect on their
choices during the task.

5 DISCUSSION AND TAKEAWAYS
5.1 Haptic vibrations can take some time to get

used to.
Unlike games, visual data analysis systems often utilize a single
visual modality. Thus, it is natural to expect some time before other
modalities such as haptics are also accepted. For instance, P4 said
they “didn’t notice [the vibrations] at first, but after some repetition,
got used to looking at the distributions after feeling the vibrations.”
P9 “wondered if the mouse vibrating was a technical issue.” P8 “found
[the mouse vibrations] were very clear but [were] just not sure why
the mouse was vibrating.” P7 even said, “If you asked me to do it
again (the task with the mouse), I could get more used to it.”

5.2 Haptic vibrations can be a positive
stimulant to aid analysis.

Many participants were positively stimulated in one way or another
directly after the mouse vibrated, lending credibility to the
practicality of offering haptic modality as a more “aggressive”, “ac-
tive” form of guidance in visual data analysis. For example, the
vibrations acted as a reminder of the analysis goal (P1), realiza-
tion of missed out data points (P5) and attributes (P7), all of which
nudged them to change subsequent interaction strategy.

5.3 Haptic vibrations can also be a source of
distraction during analysis.

While the mouse achieved the desired effect of increased analytic
awareness for some participants, there were multiple instances
where it negatively affected the participant’s analytic goals, which
is undesirable. P7 said, “It encouraged me to explore different movie
attributes instead of the ones I am interested in.” P8 said, “It affected
my data exploration because it made me want to avoid that data point
that it vibrated on. Am I supposed to avoid this data point?”

6 LIMITATIONS, FUTUREWORK, AND
CONCLUSION

The capabilities of the SteelSeries 710 mouse limited this study. As
a common off-the-shelf mouse, its vibration intensity was not very
high and due to its cooldown requirement, it could not vibrate for
long time periods. As a result, even though this mouse supported
different vibration patterns, we could not exploit this to different
aspects of the user interface (e.g., unique pattern per attribute or a
certain level of bias). Studying these via a custom-built mouse that
is capable of stronger vibrations, more vibrations in rapid succes-
sion, and different types of vibrations, is future work. Furthermore,
exploring additional modalities such as natural language [20], ambi-
ent display media (light, airflow, sound) [14], or squeeze-haptics [2]
to communicate appropriate guidance is also future work.

In conclusion, we investigate how combining visual guidance
with haptic feedback can help increase user awareness of and mit-
igate exploration biases during visual data analysis. We wired a
gaming mouse to an existing visual data analysis tool. We enhanced
this system to vibrate and reinforce its existing ability to detect and
visually communicate exploration biases exhibited by the user. A
formative study with nine users revealed that the dual guidance
modality of visual and haptic feedback can sometimes increase user
awareness of (biased) analytic behaviors but the mouse vibrations
can also be distracting and disturbing, putting into context the
design of future multimodal guidance-enriched user interfaces for
visual data analysis.
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